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ABSTRACT – Composition/Teaching/Learning Processes in Dance – This article is about contemporary dance solo productions which have been called choreographic installations. It is focused on the relations between humans and non-humans in performance and presents an approach of teaching/learning in dance. It departs from the idea that the choreographic installation responds to a search for experience, which is operated by means of relations to non-humans when these become coauthors of bodies, dance and performance. The solo notion is thus called into question, as we are never alone in it, but rather with, which leads us to emphasize dance composition and learning as a collective experimentation.
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RÉSUMÉ – Composition/Enseignement/Apprentissage en Danse – Cet article est une réflexion au sujet du solo dans le cadre des productions contemporaines dites installations chorégraphiques. Cette réflexion est basée sur l’étude des rapports entre humains et non/humains sur scène et elle propose une approche pour l’enseignement/l’apprentissage de la danse. Nous partons de l’idée que de telles créations répondent à un besoin qui se configure comme la quête de l’expérience, à travers les relations avec les non/humains en tant que co-auteurs de corps, de danses et de scènes. Ainsi, la notion de solo est mise en question, puisqu’en solo on n’est jamais seul, mais on est toujours avec, ce qui nous permet de mettre en valeur la composition et l’apprentissage en danse en tant qu’expérimentation collective.


RESUMO – Processos de Composição/Ensino/Aprendizagem em Dança – Reflexão sobre o solo no contexto de produções contemporâneas nomeadas instalações coreográficas, baseada no estudo das relações entre humanos e não/humanos em cena, e, por meio dela, a apresentação de uma abordagem para o ensino/aprendizagem em dança. Parte-se da ideia de que tais criações respondem a uma necessidade que se configura como busca pela experiência, operada por meio das relações com não/humanos quando estes são levados em conta como coautores de corpos, danças e cenas. A noção de solo é problematizada, uma vez que, em solo, nunca estamos sós, mas estamos e somos com, o que nos conduz a enfatizar composição e aprendizagem em dança como experimentação coletiva.

Introduction

In this work\(^1\) we propose a reflection upon the solo within the context of contemporary dance productions, named as choreographic installations\(^2\), from the relationalities that are produced among humans and non/humans\(^3\) in performance. This is where we find possibilities, from the investigation of two choreographic installations, *Vestígios* [Vestiges] – proposed by Marta Soares – and *Verdades Inventadas* [Invented Truths] – by Thembi Rosa, to jolt the established borders, mainly by means of the vision, in the dualism between subject and object, nature and culture, body and mind, among others, and to experiment studies of movement and composition in dance comprising humans and non/humans in horizontal relations of mutual constitution. We intend to think which dances – and dances of who/what – are engendered in the choreographic installations followed by us, and to articulate to these works the notion of intra-action, proposed by Karen Barad and connected by Donna Haraway to the processes of “becoming with” (Haraway, 2008; 2009; Haraway; Azerêdo, 2011) discussed by her, as we perceive which interaction – a term a little bit trivial within the visual arts scope – quite often misses the dimension of mutual constitution (Galindo; Milioli; Mélo, 2013) that occurs with the agencies that constitute these dances. The notion of choreographic installation made it possible for us to think installation as dance and choreography as composition, engendered not anymore by certain subjects – humans – only, separate from the diverse non/humans that constitute them within the condition of moving human subjects.

We depart from the idea that such creations answer to a need\(^4\) that is set as the search for the experience, on part of the dancer, when surrendering to the unpredictability of the relationships with non/humans, when these are taken into account as coauthors of bodies, dances and performances.

Thus, we first approach some issues referring to the solo to understand it as multitude, from reflections on *Vestígios* and *Verdades Inventadas*. Next, based on the designed theoretical-methodological scope, we present some considerations on our proposal aimed at teaching/learning\(^5\) in dance within higher education.
Experience, Things and Solos

We understand the experience as a happening that modifies us, transforms us, that happens as an instant, but that needs to extend itself in /with time, to last to be able to become knowable.

In order the experience to happen, it is necessary a movement of going – which would be the abandonment of the self, that is, the necessary divest that puts in suspense standards and values and allows one to move towards the different – and coming – the one of an understanding where I become another one and by which I am another one (Larrosa, 2002; 2011).

This movement of coming and going presents itself as duration and intensity. Thus, experience would be just like the awareness of time itself, recognition of the instant in its intensity.

However, Saint Augustine already asked us (1980, Book XI, p. 14):

For what is time? Who can readily and briefly explain this? Who can even in thought comprehend it, so as to utter a word about it? But what in discourse do we mention more familiarly and knowingly, than time? And, we understand, when we speak of it; we understand also, when we hear it spoken of by another. What then is time? If no one asks me, I know: if I wish to explain it to one that asketh, I know not.

In this excerpt, one of most renown quotations when we approach the concept of time, the author already points out to us the complexity of the issue: if, on one hand, time is something trivial and familiar, in view of its naturalization by means of different mechanisms, since our earliest age, on the other hand its explanation, its conceptual apprehension is an extremely difficult task.

Time pursues us. We pursue the time. Understanding and explaining it would be like explaining life itself – the being in movement, constant transformation – and controlling our finitude in a certain way. Hartmut Rosa (2010, p. 31 – our translation) quotes Robison and Godbey: “Being hungry for time does not cause death but, as the early philosophers had noted, it hinders starting to live”.

The theories on time, at least from the Classic Antiquity on, cross the questioning and apprehension of the present. The instability of the present, the impossibility to set it will mark in an intense way the reflections on modernity and the transience that is established
by means of the excess of stimuli largely generated by the countless technologies of communication and production that begin to emerge.

Walter Benjamin and Martin Heidegger, among others, as Charney reminds us (2001, p. 387), “[...] will try to bring back the possibility of the sensorial experience in face of the ephemeral character of modernity” through the concept of instant. Among these assumptions, two points can be raised: one, referring to the presence that is made when the individual does not only feel, but experiences a tangible and intense sensation. As we already said, if the experience is, just like the conscience of time itself, recognition of the instant in its intensity, it is made by the presence of something that crosses me, as Larrosa says (2002; 2011), something that passes through me – sensitive – and that transforms me – knowable. The other point refers to the transience of the experience.

If the instant allows the understanding of what the experience would be, such study also allows to understand that, in the modernity, the possibility of experience becomes increasingly rare due to its excess. Larrosa (2002, p. 23) mentions some of these excesses – information, opinion, lack of time, work and reminds us that “[...] to the subject of the stimulus, the punctual experience, everything crosses him, everything excites him, everything agitates him, everything shocks him, but nothing happens to him”. Due to excess, we blunt our senses, we start to suffer from an anesthesia or, as João-Francisco Duarte Jr. says (2001), a crisis of our senses.

From then on, we can ask ourselves if the choreographic installation, especially when it is identified as a solo – here understood as being constituted when one human only is performing – would not be a search for experience or one of the places of resistance to the loss of the faculty to narrate, to the poverty of communicable experiences (Benjamin, 1985, p. 197-198), as it makes scenically evident a multiplicity of voices and movements of non/human dancers/creators?

In a context of “time acceleration” and of impossibility of “[...] a convergence of perceptions of daily life time, the biographical time and the historical time” (Rosa, 2010, p. 32 - our translation), the two performing works, studied and named as choreographic installation, try to nurture a symbolic space that makes it possible the constitution of a condensed beam of temporalities. One searches to institute a moment at which the experience can happen by means, amongst other
ways, of the modification of the quality and the type of relationship between humans, not subduing the objects anymore, just like the objects not subduing the humans (Lepecki, 2012). Everything would become a thing, objects free of the utilitarianism and subjectivity not “[...] defined by the ownership that the subject has of himself and his objects” anymore (Moten apud Lepecki, 2012, p. 96). We can expand this claim by Andres Lepecki based on the studies by Donna Haraway and Bruno Latour.

Haraway (2011) invites us to think the notion of intra-action, coined by Karen Barad, a North-American feminist physicist. Intra-action refers to the mutual definition of the constituents of a relationship, in which they emerge together and begin to exist with this relationship. In Barad’s terms, Haraway says, the interaction notion becomes insufficient to explain the relationships between different agents, as, usually, when one speaks about interaction, it is assumed that there are individual entities or agents, with inherent characteristics, existing independently and that preexist to their acting one on the other. With the notion of intra-action, Barad (2003) works in another perspective, as she thinks the reality without the previous existence of separate elements, with inherent or own properties. Individuals do not preexist as such, but rather materialize themselves in intra-action.

From the intra-action, Donna Haraway (2011) proposes the expression to become with, which never refers to a thing in itself, but to co-constitution processes that keep – among those that constitute them and those that are constituted by these processes – the shared consideration, respect and responsibility. In this movement, the author thinks the word human as:

[...] its Latin links with the land, the ground, the humus – with the warm matter where many things are developed and coexist, the pile of fertilizer that becomes humus to make blossom other plants, animals, microbes and people (Haraway; Azerêdo, 2011, p. 10).

Having the notions of intra-action and to become with as guides, the binary opposition subject-object becomes improbable. Since the expression human and non-humans has been used by Bruno Latour (2004; 2012) as a synonym of proposals or associations, having a negative meaning, that is, denying the dichotomy between subject and object, we opt for the use of this expression, thickening Lepecki’s
idea of thing, but writing it in the following way: human and non/human. When we speak about non/humans, we can be referring to particles, grains of sand, videographic projections, lightening equipment, clothes, trees, non-human animals, fences, walls…, that is, relational materialities that usually are no taken into account as subjects, agents of actions.

Danielle Milioli (2012) reminds us that non/humans have always been in dance, performing objects consistently integrate compositional processes of dance and she reminds us of the questionings made on their use by artists and researchers like António Pinto Ribeiro and Helena Katz (Milioli, 2012).

We have also to remember the different experimentations with objects accomplished by artists of the Judson Dance in the 1960s, in a movement of distancing from subjectivity, eroticism and theatricality, where the interest for the object was:

[…] its material specificity, its weight-shape-volume with which the dancers should interact. The use of objects (dragging heavy furniture in the stage, for example), changed the type of movement to be used in scene, removing the drama of the performance (Fernandes, 2010, n.p.).

The human body was thought as an object “[…] that should then be examined coldly without any social, psychological or even formal motivations” (Banes apud Fernandes, 2010, n.p.).

Lepecki (2012, p. 98) allows us to advance in the question when proposing that it is necessary:

To invest in things, not as substitute of the body, nor as significant or representative elements of a narrative, but as partners, as co-extensive entities in the field of the matter, is to activate an essential change in the relationship between objects and their aesthetic effects (in dance, theater, visual arts, performance and installation).

Although the theoretician calls attention to the fact that this ontological attitude is not dominant yet, we understand, just like him, that it presently is a line of flight that we find in the contemporary performing works here approached. Coupled to this idea of being with and making oneself with, being a thing (human and non/human), the search for the experience is placed in a more intense and explicit way in the solo.

We can example this by means of the choreographic installations composed by the encounters of Thembi Rosa or Marta Soares with
non/humans who respectively composed the performing works *Verdades Inventadas e Vestígios*.

In the first one, we see Thembi Rosa climbing on the board at the end of a kind of stage, sinking it a little with a light step. She walks all over this wood floor, perceiving the sounds that emerge at each step, when stepping on the boards in different ways. We follow dances on/from a moving floor that emits sounds, an *alarm floor*, a safety mechanism, but that becomes installation, partner of dance and music improvisations, coauthor of movement scores; it also become images in video and, in the roaming of the artistic work, has already become shelves...

![Figure 1 – Thembi Rosa, *Verdades Inventadas*, 2011. Picture: Renato Paschoaleto.](image1)

![Figure 2 – Microphone sound mechanism (with focus in a bat and iron piece), composing the floor of *Verdades Inventadas*. Picture: Igor Marotti.](image2)
In the second one, *Vestígios*, we also follow dances of/on sambaqui-floors that become photographs, projections in screens, floor-table of rocks and flying sand lightly blew by the wind from a fan, that become poetical exhumation. We watch, during 55 minutes, a fan that is turned in high power to produce the wind that blows the sand that leaks through the openings of the cracked sandstone rocks that, fitting one into the others, form the board of an iron and *mdf* table.

A pile of sand – a little heavier than 100 kg – dances on top of this table, to a sound of noises sometimes more, sometimes less strident, so that vestiges of a human body, slowly, announce its presence.

![Figure 3 – Marta Soares. *Vestígios*, 2012. Picture: João Caldas.](image)

![Figure 4 – Marta Soares. *Vestígios*, 2012. Picture: João Caldas.](image)
Both works are what is usually called solo. However, Thembi Rosa calls our attention when she says that it is necessary to evidence the solo work as something that is not only hers and show how it moves all the constituted mechanism. That is, the research of movement in *Verdades Inventadas* is only possible considering all the agencies that constitute this work, and the installation provokes us in terms of thinking the physical space as a dance partner.

Considering that we are never alone, but we are *with*, the solo concept, as a space where a human is placed alone, must be problematized. It becomes necessary to rethink it as a multitude inventor of worlds.

This situation would lead to a tension between being alone and *being with*, an alterity game. When we think about the solo, we can understand that I am not alone, I am with, but I must be with, to be alone. It is a game between the solitude (a choice to be without other human beings in scene) and the loneliness (state). These layers are thus worked by contrast. They poetically compose a non-antagonistic contradiction subverting what in itself would be an antagonistic contradiction. We may be alone, detached, disarticulated from us and the others loneliness even amidst a crowd of people and we can *be with* a crowd of humans and non/humans, with their actions, spatialities and temporalities embodied in/with our experience that individuates itself (solitude) in/with the performance. In this sense, it is worthwhile to connect our thought to the studies of Gilbert Simondon on individuation processes.

Virginia Kastrup (2007, p. 83) writes that Simondon indicates that we should approach the cognition as a meta-stable system, “[...] that is, a system that carries a difference of potential. Using an energetic language, he describes the functioning of a complex and heterogeneous system, a carrier of an internal difference”. Kastrup (2007, p. 83) registers that:

> [...] the individuated being has problematic conditions. In such conditions, the individuation emerges as solution of a problem. But Simondon warns that it is about a ‘partial and relative resolution’, which means that the individuation does not abolish the meta-stability [...] There are always remains. The system continues keeping a certain incompatibility in relation to itself.

Following Simondon, Kastrup (2007, p. 83) says that the individuation is genesis both of the individualized forms and of a becoming of the individual.
The forms emerge from a background of processuality and are immersed in it. The shape conditions are not formal, but meta-stable or complex. If the individual is not given, but results from the individuation, it is necessary to conceive a regimen previous to the one of the individuated shapes. Simondon calls it the pre-individual regimen. He thinks of a reality level where there are no defined units, but singularities, discontinuous particles, similar to the ones conceived by the quantic physics (Kastrup, 2007, p. 83, our emphasis).

In this background of processuality, singularities dance with their memories – that we articulate to humus –, activated in the present, that turn towards the becoming of the materialities/socialities, nourishing co-constituted processes of change in the relationship. According to Kastrup (2007, p. 84 – our emphasis), quantic physics has evidenced that:

[...] the real unfolds in two distinct and coexistent planes or regimes, the macroscopic and the microscopic. For Simondon, the pre-individual level [which is also pre-representational] is similar to the quantic level, corresponding to a plane of invisible forces or particles, that condition the visible individuated forms and answer for its becoming. The important is that, even after the individuation operation, the pre-individual regimen persists in a level of its own, distinct from the one of the individuated forms. The internal difference appears in the shape of two orders of magnitude, or two coexistent regimens: the pre-individual one and the one of the individuated system.

We associate the notion of memory to this pre-individual regimen that persists even in the individuation results, with which we want to inhabit, even temporarily, this place of the difference of ourselves in the quality of individuated beings. It is with the individuation processes, understood according to Simondon’s terms, that the solo as multitude finds possibilities of being constituted and thought.

It is interesting to remember the argument of Josette Féral when she defends that the denomination of performative theater would be more appropriate than post-dramatic theater, based on the central aspect of this theater, the performativity. Among other things, the author calls attention to Derrida’s notes:

Derrida’s reflection marks a re-directioning in the evolution of the concept of performativity, as he affirms that the action contained in the performative enunciate can be effective or
not. Therefore, in the extent that this observation becomes a real principle inherent to the nature itself of this locution category, the ‘value of risk’, ‘the failure’ become constituent of the performativity and must be considered as law (Féral, 2008, p. 203 – quotation marks from the author).

If we consider that, just like the performative theater, the choreographic installation has as an essential aspect the performativity, we understand that they bring in themselves the principle of risk.

The performing writing is not there hierarchic and ordered anymore; it is deconstructed and chaotic, it introduces the event [événement], recognizes the risk. More than the dramatic theater, and just like the art of performance, it is the process, even more than product, that the performative theater places into stage (Féral, 2008, p. 04 – author’s emphasis).

This value of risk, which is proper to the performativity, is presented in the solo as a need of launching oneself into the abyss, a need that something happens, to confront with another other, in a movement of exhibition and displacement triggered by the alterity. Placing oneself in solo is to allow a space so that the experience can happen for humans and for non/humans, all becoming a thing.

This way, the search for the experience would be for the capture of the instant itself by means of the “reciprocal recognition of existences” (Hope, 2006) and also, over all, for the following and mediation of the problematization processes of these ways of life, that is, of its continued invention. When this happens, we perceives the instant in a sensitive way and in it, by it and with it, there is a potentialized presence.

Next, we will make it explicit how these reflections could reverberate in a teaching/learning proposal within the scope of an undergraduate dance course.

Bodies/Spaces: constituting collective and inventive learning and experimentations in dance

We present some considerations on our proposal aimed towards teaching/learning in dance, within the scope of higher education, that we constituted with students enrolled in the Body and Space course, offered by us, in the second semester of 2013, in the Bachelor’s and Licentiate in Dance course of the Universidade Federal do Ceará (UFC).
We have conducted the course thinking objects as non/humans, in order to create tension in the hierarchizing separation between subject and object. The objects, which always have permeated dance, had been considered, in our proposal with the students of the Body and Space course, non/humans co-choreographers of bodies and dances. In our classes, we discussed non/humans not as elements separate from us subjects who, usually, reduce them to mere resources, but we approach them as dance partners, as actantes, as agencies that act, that act actively in movement and compositions research in dance, as well as those that “[…] already found in the process when this starts, constitute the creation. They are, therefore, creators; they are in the origin of the creation” (Latour apud Milioli, 2012, p. 12). Thus, just like Danielle Milioli (2012), we speak about a dancing with, to think dance less as a movement of a dancer – who becomes not taken as an one only, but is understood as multiplicity – however, also emerging from other associations. This thought tends to favor the diversity, the alterity in/of dance, considering different ways of connection between different actors, as powerful means of doing/composing dances able to release the bodies – that become dancing in these relationships – from hegemonic standardizations, classifications and normalizations.

It is in this sense that we proposed ways of doing that could be connected to the notion of experimental dance, in an approach whose emphasis is on articulations that are defined and redefined in a network, composing collectives governed by provisory stabilizations. We come closer to Bruno Latour’s notion of collective to think an experimentation that is not autonomous, but rather collective, in which one experiences with, being affected and modified by the world and affecting it, modifying it. It was this way that we started to think/make collective experimental dances.

With Bruno Latour (2012), we learn that it is necessary to gather an increasing amount of socially – and, in our case, artistically – active participants that will be stabilized and de-stabilized in dances. Thus, our classes were conducted taking into account humans and non/humans as choreographically active dancers, an understanding articulated to the sociotechnical studies.

The Sociotechnical Studies emphasize descriptions of sociomaterial arrangements constituted by humans and non/humans, considering:
[

][

] the importance of the man in a similar way to that of
his productions, creations, in other terms, of his objects,
his techniques, his practices, his machines, his ambiances;
however, without the intention to equal them, it is enough
to us to insert them in one same sociotechnical plot. The
sociotechnical studies, therefore, propose a valuation of

We will begin to use, from this point of the text on, the
expressions human/non-human, body/space, materialities/socialities,
where the slashes between the terms were used to make us to see
them in processes of mutual constitution, always in the relationship.

By means of the production both of questionings and answers
in collective processes of experiencing and knowing, our investigation
with the Body/Space course paralleled the epistemological bias of the
feminist objectivity of Donna Haraway, which can be translated as
Situated Knowledge (Haraway, 1995). The author reminds us that:

All Western cultural narratives about objectivity are
allegories of the ideologies governing the relations of
what we call mind and body, distance and responsibility.
Feminist objectivity is about limited location and situated
knowledge, not about transcendence and splitting of
subject and object. It allows us to become answerable for
what we learn how to see (Haraway, 1988, p. 583).

When a collective is constituted in artistic compositions that (re)
make ways of seeing/ways of life, there are, as far as we understand,
partial visions acting there that are situated and specified, incarnate
visions that lead to the acting of other visions of this same type.
Skilled visualization practices (Haraway, 1995) that, when being
shared, instigate questionings.

We are interested for the possibility of composing a collective
with undergraduate dance students and their studies of movement
initially with a classroom of the Instituto de Cultura e Arte (ICA)
of Universidade Federal do Ceará and later with the Rectory woods
of this same institution.

We highlight that, in agreement with what André Lepecki
and Ric Allsopp write, we understand that our proposals with the
learners were developed with choreographic approaches which shake
normative relationships between movement, composition and the
dance production and expand “[...] the notion of choreography to an
art that includes a comprehensive range of conceptual tools, materials

E m y l e  D a l t r o ;  R o b e r t a  K u m a s a k a  M a t s u m o t o  -
C o m p o s i t i o n / T e a c h i n g / L e a r n i n g  P r o c e s s e s  i n  D a n c e
A v a i l a b l e  a t :  < h t t p : / / w w w . s e e r . u f r g s . b r / p r e s e n c a >
With the Body/Space students, we accomplished experimentations that comprised each one of the students with one thing, or things; several students with one thing; besides accomplishing experimentations involving the teachers with the classroom and later with UFC’s Rectory woods.

Concerning to the things with which we dance, it is necessary to highlight the discussion proposed by Latour related to the separation operated by all the scientific courses between the “mute things” and the “speaking men”, informing us that “[…] things become, in the laboratory, by an indirect way of the instruments, pertinent to what we say of them” (Latour, 2004, p. 129 – author’s emphasis). Such a situation placed, and still does, the word of the scientist as unquestionable, but when such entities – the “mute things” – are free from the obligation, traditionally delegated to them by the scientific disciplines, “to close the humans’ mouth” (Latour, 2004, p. 128), we have another way to recognize the exterior reality.

We know that the separation of which Latour speaks is also embodied in the scope of the western performing dances, in which the mute things – remembering that, for a long time and still today, dancers behave as mute things – become, in the classroom, of rehearsal (laboratories), by indirect means of the instruments (codified dance techniques, hierarchization of functions, type of floor and appropriate music for these dances, bars, ballerina shoes, among others), pertinent to what we say about them, what considered and, in many cases, still considers the word of the choreographer and the teacher as unquestionable. Attentive to this situation and betting that, with the focus on the movement, that is, on who/what moves; who/what it makes to move; who/what composes dance, we can make a difference in these relationships, we proposed to de-stabilize the division between dancing humans and still things, perceiving in which way the relationships that constitute them are extended beyond these categorizations, resulting that dances jointly composed can appear in diverse ways.

We understand a dance classroom, for example, as a hybrid, a mediator – in Latour’s meaning (2012) – whose network that constitutes it, and of which it is a knot, extrapolates its walls a lot. In order to perceive the mediation of/in the classroom, our proposal was to evidence the mute and still things that constitute it as entities
that make to dance. This exactly procedure was accomplished with the UFC’s Rectory woods.

Classroom number 18 of the Instituto de Cultura e Arte and the Rectory woods, both belonging to the Universidade Federal do Ceará (UFC) – places with which our proposal gained bodies/spaces – have had and have a range of humans/non-humans working in associations in its construction and maintenance, whose actions have acted and act composing these spaces, besides making to act who/what comes to compose with them. This way, our proposal was to accomplish movement research with room 18 e, later, with the Rectory woods, as collective experimentations that favored compositions of humans/non-humans in dance.

The methodology was thought by means of the development of practical lessons that developed into dance improvisations; to the different interferences promoted by readings and discussion of texts; to the exhibition of videos; to experiences reports, among others. It is important to highlight that, since the first day of class of this course, we asked to the students to keep with them, in our classes, a notebook to register the process.
In Body/Space, our purpose was to work with a dancing that does not happen with an adaptation to given standards of corporal movement and certain spaces and figures already stabilized, but we have provoked situations where we were impelled to meet with the residues, with what still remains unstable in the things, in us, with what can open invention possibilities with bodies and with spaces – where there is invention of both – and that can constitute itself as partial and relative solution – as a dance product as well as learning in dance.

In this trail, we understand that inventing, following Virginia Kastrup (2007), it is not to un-cover solutions already predicted, but to be attentive to the creation of problems different from those already given, being that not always are the humans those who place these problems. Following this path, during the development of the Body/Space course, we felt that we needed to step out from ourselves as generating centers of actions controlled by us and efficiently consummated; step out from the apprehension of the already represented; to activate the memories of/in room 18, so that we would dance with them, making ourselves aware of them; to step out from the classroom to dance with other bodies/spaces; to step out from the understanding of relationships of types already experimented, to search for conditions of choreographing with the things, with spaces/bodies.

Figure 6 – Students improvising with the cement bank of the UFC’s Rectory woods, 2013. Picture: Emyle Daltro.
It is important to situate the notion of memory in this process lived with the students, understanding it not as representation, but as compound – *humus memories*, we come closer to the studies of cognition carried through by Virginia Kastrup, and that we have already mentioned in this text.

We want to dance opening ourselves to processes of *dancing with*, exercising possibilities of problematizing ourselves, inventing ourselves and inventing worlds. This is why we need to activate memories with which we become others, being able then to consider them as inventive memories – according to Kastrup’s words – that can be activated by humans and by non/humans.

The learning that is instituted as the posing of problems, that is, as invention, for us, is aligned with *collective* experimentation and composition, in Latour’s terms. In our proposal with the Body/Space students, we do not close the possibilities in terms of composition, we did not choose models, but we tried to learn to follow human/non/humans in movement and permanent becoming, co-constituting themselves as dancers and choreographers.

The knowing self is partial in all its guises, never finished, whole, simply there and original; it is always constructed and stitched together imperfectly, and *therefore* able to join with another, to see together without claiming to be another (Haraway, 1988, p. 586).

Our proposal with the learners of Body/Space was based on an understanding that “[...] it is not individuals who have experience, but subjects who are constituted through experience”, as Joan W. Scott wrote (1991, p. 779). Scott (1991, p. 797) also writes that “[...] experience is at the once always already an interpretation and is in need interpretation. What counts as experience is neither self-evident, nor straightforward; it is always contested, always therefore political”. She also speaks of the need of a project not of “[...] reproduction and transmission of a knowledge said to be arrived at through experience”, but rather of “analysis of the production of that knowledge itself” (Scott, 1991, p. 797).

Larrosa (2011, p. 19) also alerts us:

If an experiment is by definition predictable, even though it is predictable, despite the fact that its anticipation depends on a calculation of probability, the experience cannot be anticipated. One cannot know beforehand which the result
of an experience will be, where it may lead us to, what it is going to do of us. This is so because the experience has nothing to do with the linear time of planning, foresight, prediction, prescribing, other than with the opening time. The experience always has something of unpredictable (of what one cannot see beforehand), of unspeakable (of what one cannot say beforehand, of what is not said), of imprescriptible (of what one cannot write beforehand, of what is not written). And even more, uncertainty is its constituent.

Thus, the proposals conducted in Body/Space tried to tension this relationship between experiment and experience when trying to constitute a space of indetermination and unpredictability so that something could happen forming and transforming, in the becoming of the relationalities, humans and non/humans.

With the proposals developed in Body/Space, we could evidence a potentialization of our presences in dance. When working the attention to the other – human/non/human –, we get to know him/her/it and not to recognize him/her/it only, and to produce dances that experiment to comprise the movement of its becomings, we create conditions to become present in ways not yet experimented. The presence of the students, in the research of movement jointly constituted, acquired more complexity. Their movements, when being thought/accomplished opening to the awareness of human/non/human actions – not taken into account before in the way we have experimented –, rehearsed possibilities of change of standards both in relation to movements, bodies and dances and in relation to the spaces to be mobilized for classes, experimentations and compositions in dance.

Dancing can be an intransitive verb, with emphasis only on action; it can also be transitive direct, meaning to execute steps. However, in these classes and in the experience in the woods of the Rectory, I saw that it is the adverbial adjunct ‘dancing with the space’ that makes the difference.

The learners, when using notebooks to register the process, wrote down situations, tried to translate sensations and perceived differences that enriched the learning of all of us. Such comments also provided the elaboration of texts in groups, besides the composition of this paper.

How to compose with the sounds of the birds and the sounds of the cars? How to compose with the look of
the passers-by and the guards? How to compose with the sand and the concrete of the parking lot? How to move in the stairs with remnant portions of birds poop? How to compose with the greenish dancing of the leaves of the trees? Surrender yourself. This was the strategy of some.

The Rectory woods, at least in the days of our gatherings, gained movements, looks, differentiated attention from those who work, pass by, live there.

Oxygen emanated from the trees with the carbon dioxide from the cars. People who walk by. People who are hampered to move by the fences. Looks that come and go. Curious looks. Looks that relate with what is happening behind the fences. Looks that dare and occupy the same space.

The Body/Space course allowed us to experience and invented us as dancing beings, who learn, teach, compose; invented us as researchers and researched ones, made us to transit through positions of subject, object, thing, human, non/human – agencies that began a learning trajectory adding and not separating, opposing or hierarchizing…

The curiosity; the opening to the other; relationships of closeness between materialities/socialities; intensification of exchanges by means of the touch and other ways of contact, involving all senses; collection of humans and non/humans to compose collectives in dance; shared authorship, between humans/non/humans, of research of movement and situations that would generate improvisations in dance; not hierarchization of roles and positions in the stages of the creation processes; dancing/composing together and jointly; activation of *humus*, humans/non/humans *memories* in the process of constitution of movements and behavior; listening/invitation, that is, to listen in order to perceive how one is being invited to dance – all these procedures composed our collective experimentation in dance.

According to Kastrup (2007), we consider the experience in its inventive aspects and not only in terms of recognition, repetition, reproduction, representation, common sense, that is, not only in its recognize aspects. Thus, we perceive that inventive learnings were accomplished in diverse ways in which each of the encounters with the woods, that is, when we consider November 25th, December 2nd and December 9th as the official days of our experience with
the woods, we can speak of three different collective compositions in dance. We did not conduct the class, improvisations, compositions stimulating mechanistic repetitions, but rather agencies, being that some of them were temporarily stabilized.

Submitting the learning to the repetition is to subsume it to the shape of the recognition. Both as production of answers and as production of rules, it is about the emphasis on the consolidation of its results in the stable figures of recognition and knowledge (Kastrup, 2007, p. 95).

We propose that the thoughts/movements that need to be experimented are the ones that involve technique as agency with flows, not as mechanic repetition (Kastrup, 2007), in order to forge a learning that involves equipped becomings, a learning that demands “skill when dealing with the becoming” (Kastrup, 2007, p. 175). Repeating yes, but only to differentiate, to problematize, to perceive differences being produced, and all of this takes time...

More time to collect… More time to register the processes… More time to experience with, to dance with… More time to unfold compositions, in a way to also generate products… More time to invent the collective… This is only the beginning…

More time of learning as invention, as posing problems, aimed towards the present time, to articulate itself with a memory understood as humus memory that we all have, humans and non/humans, as something that vibrates and makes vibrating, a compound that nourishes becomings.

Final Remarks

The choreographic installation, especially when it is identified as solo, in the way that happens with the two artistic works studied, seems to be constitute as a search for the experience or as one of the places of resistance to the loss of the faculty to narrate, to the poverty of communicable experiences, as it evidences scenically a multiplicity of voices and movements of non/human dancers/creators.

We understand the studied choreographic installations as performance proposals, but performances that, due to the way they were named, the procedures that composed them and the possibilities that we find in them to think/practice associations of humans and non/humans in choreographies of mutual constitution, reinvent the
notions of choreography and installation and strengthen the practice of the composition as a way of dancing, knowing and living that we consider more promising than the practice of domination.

With the students of Body/Space course, we aimed to compose with the space and not dominate the space; to compose with techniques and not to dominate them; to compose with objects that transit between object and subject position, positions which we also occupy. These procedures that emphasize the composition were also observed in the choreographic installations Vestígios and Verdades Inventadas.

We are not self-sufficient nor self-moving (Lepecki, 2010), we compose dance and ourselves in relationships, what has been accompanied with the study of the two choreographic installations and with the experimentation that we proposed with the learners of Body/Space. This thought/procedure, which considers humans/non/humans as co-choreographers of dances, promotes an articulation – in the terms of Bruno Latour (2008) - between different temporalities and spatialities, showing how bodies, movements and dances are relational effects of performances with objects, realities, people, among others agencies.

It is in this trail that we propose the composition in dance in terms of collective experimentation (Latour, 2004), where processes of becoming with (Haraway, 2008; Haraway; Azeredo, 2011) mutually engender dancers – humans/non/humans – and dances. When following this process, in the studied works, we verify the insurgence in multiple ways of moving, being and living forging a dancing with (Milioli, 2012) that activates inventive memories. Memories that differ from the traditional understanding that postulate them in terms of representation, based on the resolution of problems pertinent to the individuation processes (Simondon apud Kastrup, 2007), but that come closer to the residues, remnants of these processes, which make possible constants becomings even to the individuated forms – humus memories, which allow us to infringe borders and differentiate ourselves, even temporarily, of what we are; memories that nourish changes.

The choreographic installations, as well as our proposal with the students, tend to fortify the transit of a space, traditionally destined to the dance, to other spaces; of a type of floor to other floors that
forge understandings of body, movement and dance as provisional forms resulting from mediation processes. Processes where risks are taken when humans with non/humans, nature with culture, art with politics dance together establishing non-unilinear temporalities, able to place the chronological time in suspension and to open interstices to allow us to review, re-listen, re-think and re-inhabit other stories that can constitute worlds from projects “[...] of finite freedom, adequate abundance of material, modest meaning in suffering and finite happiness” (Haraway apud Schneider, 2005, p. 102 - our translation), where we can live – co-memorable worlds!
Notes

1 Based on the paper *Sentidos do corpo em cena*, by Roberta K. Matsumoto, VIII Congresso da ABRACE (2014) and the dissertation *Corporrelacionalidades e coletivo na composição e aprendizagem inventivas em dança*, by Emyle Daltro, Post-Graduation Program in Art, Universidade de Brasília (2014).

2 As far as we know, Marta Soares was the who began to use the term choreographic installation referring to some of her works like *O Banho*, premiered in 2004 in the city of São Paulo. In the same way, she called *Vestígios* as a choreographic installation so that the work could be considered a research work in dance (Information provided by Marta Soares in an interview to Emyle Daltro in São Paulo in 2012).

3 We adopted such an expression based on the studies of the Grupo de Pesquisa Tecnologias, Ciências e Criação [Technologies, Sciences and Creation Research Group] (Lab. TeCC/UFMT) that use the expression non/humans, instead of not-humans, or not humans, to activate a thought/practice that does not establish fixed frontiers between humans and non//humans (Galindo; Milioli; Méllo, 2013). They also call attention to the fact that “The prefix ‘non’, even though it can remind of antagonisms between humans and non/humans, is kept to suggest resistance to such conceptions” (Giffney; Hird apud Milioli, 2012, p. 13).

4 For Deleuze, all act of creation departs from a need. “A creator is not a being who works for pleasure. A creator only does what he absolutely needs” (1987, oral information).

5 We write *teaching/learning* to think teaching and learning as mutually constituted in the relationship.

6 The Judson Dance was a group of dancers who performed in the Judson Memorial Church, in Greenwich Village, New York city, between 1962 and 1964. According to Jorge Glusberg (2008, p. 37), “[…] the Judson Dance Company will develop an effervescent activity, through the innovative works of Steve Paxton, Simone Forti, Yvonne Rainer, Trisha Brown, Deborah Hay, Lucinda Childs, Philip Corner, among others, attracting the attention of uncountable artists whose collaboration with the dancers and choreographers fosters creations that break through the the borders of dance – even modern dance –, injecting new and rich elements to the *happening* and designing the contours that will characterize the *bodyart* in the Seventies”.

7 *Vestígios*, by Marta Soares and *Verdades Inventadas*, by Thembi Rosa, are widely analyzed in the PhD Dissertation *Corporrelacionalidades e coletivo nacomposição e aprendizagem inventivas em dança* by Emyle Daltro (2014).

8 Information provided by Thembi Rosa in an interview to Emyle Daltro, Belo Horizonte /MG, 2013.

9 With Virginia Kastrup (2007) we understand invention as posing of problems.

10 We thank to the students Ana Carla de Souza Campos, Ana Carolina Moreira de Oliveira, Ariel Ferreira do Nascimento, Bruno Rodrigues Mendonça, Danilo Batista de Sousa, Edcleyton (Ed) Rodrigues da Silva, Franciely Ketelyna Lima de Sousa, Gustavo de Paula Mineiro, Inèlia Cardoso Brito, Isabella Moreira de Oliveira, Jéssica Maria Fernandes Noronha, Leonice Pereira de Oliveira, Luisa Viana Elizeu da Silva, Vanessa Santos Viana, Vitória Avelina Barboza Almeida and William Deimyson Pereira da Silva, who attended to
the Body and Space course in the second semester of 2013, and with whom we were able to share the experimentations that compose the study mentioned in this text.

11 Danielle Milioli (2012, p. 13) reminds us that in the sociotechnical studies “[...] the actante term is used to allude to the non-differentiation between human and not humans against the use of the actors notion linked to the former”.

12 Excerpt of the process report written by the student Bruno Mendonça, in Fortaleza/CE, 2013.
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